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Very insightful, engaging, and humorous during lectures, while also providing intuitive real-world examples.

He's the man, I wish I could take another class with him.

This guy is awesome! Nice, helpful guy. We learned a lot this semester.

Enthusiasm, lecture plan and organization, knowledge of material, clarity.

His enthusiasm makes him a unique professor who explains things in an engaging way.

He is enthusiastic about Comp. Sci. and very good at teaching how to think using programming language.

Challenging yet fair with grading. Perfect blend!

Liked him a lot. Very intelligent and knowledgeable.

Professor Ifan has been excellent at explaining things.

Very helpful, patient, and accessible.

Tonight recusioin really well.

Very helpful, he worked through my problems with me.

Whenever I contacted Professor Ifan regarding an assignment, he was always extremely helpful and friendly.

Very accessible. Always around by email.

Long example for recursion = brilliant.

Professor Ifan has been extremely available. He goes the extra mile to be there to talk with, whether in person in his office, at the dining halls, or by email.

Very engaging class.

Professor Ifan is great at teaching students how to think/approach a computer science problem.

Extremely accessible by email.

Online videos were great.

Very prompt with emails and plenty of office hours for him and the TAs.

In class, makes a lot of time. He is very helpful outside the class because he really wants his students to succeed.

The pace of the course was just right. Not completely understood each topic before we moved to the next one. I liked the videos that he provided outside of class that included example problems to better understand more difficult topics.
Before taking this class, I thought I would dislike computer science. Now, I am considering a major in CS.

Class lectures were my favorite part, very interesting & engaging. Have more available practice problems.

Very patient, kind, enthusiastic. Really wants his students to do well and made an effort to get to know us.

He's a great guy and teacher, and is very understanding.

I had never studied CS before so this course has already served as an integral part of my undergraduate experience, and I have learned a lot.

Made good analogies and was very dedicated to teaching.

Very inclusive lectures & examples. Videos also acted as a supplemental tool.

Wondrous lectures & demonstrations! (Legos simulation linked into worked really well!)

Often at his office late at night the day before an exam. Very dedicated.

I loved his enthusiasm.

Professor Irfan is very good about demonstrating and giving us very examples of the things he expects us to know. In-class coding was very helpful.

Easy to understand, helpful, makes class seem less frightening. Great explainer of difficult topics.

Very approachable.

I loved the lab assignments; the in-class demos, material on web design and graphical user interface, and Irfan's outstanding dedication as a teacher!